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Dan Ra ther Selected to Speak
at Senior Graduation May 25

CBS News correspondent

Dan Rather

by Craig Schiller
Dan
Rather,
anchormancorrespondent for CBS Reports
and former CBS News White
House Correspondent,
will address the NLC graduating class
on Sunday, May 25, 1975, in
Lisner Auditorium.
Mr. Rather achieved widespread recognition for his coverage of the White House for CBS
News during the declining days
of the Nixon Administration.
Here at the NLC, Mr. Rather
was found to be popular as a
commencement
speaker choice
in an informal survey conducted
earlier this year by the SBA
Graduation Committee. Accordingly, Rather had been chosen as
commencement speaker because
of his well-known
speaking
abilities,
nationwide
prominence, and likely appeal
to
students, faculty, and parents.
Rather,
who was named
anchorman- correspondent
for
CBS Reports in August, 1974,
had been CBS News White

STRAFE Aims at Aerosols
A coalition
of consumer
groups at a press conference
held last Thursday in Stockton
Hall, urged the Federal Trade
Commission to require the disclosure of the significant, but
hidden, costs of aerosol pushbutton convenience.
Charging that the failure to
disclose the amount of propellant in aerosol
cans shortchanges consumers by over $200
million each year, three National
Law Center students, members
.of a legal action group called
STRAFE (STudents
REsisting
Aerosol Fluoro-carbon
Emissions), petitioned the FTC to
halt what they called
"an
unconscionable
consumer ripoff, and an unfair and deceptive
trade practice."
STRAFE was
formed as part of Professor John
Banzhafs course in Legal Ativism.
At the
press
conference
announcing filing of the petition,
members
of STRAFE
punctured
and
emptied
an
aerosol can in a dramatic
demonstration
of the fact that
aerosols
contain
tremendous
amounts of propellant, some up
to 95% by weight, the propellant
being an ingredient which forces
the actual product out of the can
but which performs no other
useful function itself. According
to Roger ClarJ~, a spokesperson
for STRAFE, "Consumer deception occurs because most pur-

chasers, unaware that the bulk propellant is going to be released
into the atmosphere?"
of the' contents in propellant,
A representative of the Conthink that they are getting much
sumer Federation of America, a
more value for their money than
long- time advocate of consumer
is the case."
interests, said that "the present
Joining STRAFE in asking
marketing practices of the aerothe FTC to require affirmative
disclosure in labeling and ad- sol industry induce consumers to
vertising of the .amount and squander their dollars because
percentage of propellant
con: they lack vital product-and
tained in aerosols cans were the "pricing information."
Barbara Hogan of the Center
Consumer Federation of America, the Center for Science in the for Science in the Public Interest, one of the first groups to exPublic Interest, and Congresspress concern over the environman
Benjamin
Rosenthal
mental problems with aerosol
(D· N.Y.)
Citing recent scientific evi- sprays, cited last week's decision
(Please tum to p.l 0, col. 4)
dence that the use of flurorcarbon propellants in most aerosol
cans may be destroying
the
earth's ozone layer and causing
increased skin cancer among the
population,
as well as other
evidence of the health and safety
hazards associated with aerosol
use, Mr. Clark stated:
"The
requested disclosures are imperative if consumers are to be able
to make truly meaningful and
informed purchasing decision as
between
aerosols
and
their
cheaper, safer alternative formulations-liquids,
powders and
waxes. How can I balance cost
versus convenience, or convenience versus health, safety and
environmental hazards," he continued, "unless I can ascertain
how much
I'ni
paying
for
product, how much I'm paying
for propellant, and how much

House correspondent since February 1964, with the exception of
21 months in 1965-66 when he
served as CBS News London
Bureau Chief and covered the
Vietnam
war. He had been
named to the White House post
after working as CBS News' key
reporter in Dallas during and
after the assassination of President Kennedy in November 1963.
Rather has received several
Emmy Awards for his contributions to CBS News' projects over

the past two years, and is the
co-author
of a recently published book, The Palace Guard.
Rather
received
his B.A.
degree in journalism from Sam
Houston State College in Hunts- _
ville. He also attended
the
University of Houston and the
South Texas School of Law.
Rather was born in Wharton,
Texas, in October 1931. He is
married
to the former Jean
Goebel of Winchester,
Texas.

PIRG: Hold Rent Ceiling
by Irene Sege
With the District's
current
rent control ordinance set to
expire next month, DC PIRG
has asked the City Council not to
increase the present rent ceiling
this year.
The council is currently considering a new rent control
ordinance and has been conducting hearings on the issue.
George Washington University student Bob Chlopak told the
council's Housing and Urban
Development
Committee
the
current law's ceiling of 12.32 per
cent above Feb. 1973 rent levels
should be maintained
at least
through 1975.
Although a recent study by
the Apartment and Office Building Association,
a landlord
organization,
infers that the
ceiling should be raised another
10 per cent to cover increasing
costs,Chlopak
testified that the
"methodology used in the study is
misleading. Since a landlord's
total costs include both operating costs and fixed costs such as
mortgage payments, a 10 per
cent increase in operating costs
does not mean a landlord's total
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it, now has available in Bacon 101 the results of
course evaluation questionnaire filled out at the
end of last semester.
Amid all this information the question still
looms: What courses should I take? One who
knows which state bar exam he will be taking
finds his task greatly simplified. Find out-write
the State Board of Law Examiners or consult the
National Bar Examination Digest-which
courses
it tests on and take those.
If, however, you are among the many
undecided, the following information, garnered
from the National Bar Examination
Digest,
Spring 1975, may prove helpful. Drawing from
bar examinations in the fifty states, and Puerto
(Please tum to p. 6, col. 3)
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Guide to the Compleat Grading System
by Bill Wallace
There is only one serious
argument
against' a passlfail
type of "grading system": the
competition
for employment
opportunities demands a showing of comparative ability.
Any other argument is spurious or insignificant. For example, the notion that a good
student needs a pat on the back
as positive reinforcement for her
or his efforts to master a particular area of the law is, first of all,
probably untrue and even when
true may reflect an immaturity
of attitude. Almostevery student
knows perfectly well how far he
or she has plumbed the depths
of the materials and how comfortable he or she is with it.
Certainly, if relative understanding is a matter of concern"

the student will usually make an
effort to find out about it. Those
who do not find out usually do
not care or just may not be very
comfortable with the material
in the first place. It is not the
least bit clear that the inaccuracies of the present system give
one a more precise estimate of
relative understanding.
In any case, surely the competition to get a few more points
into one's grade average is out of
all proportion to the need to be
told that one has done a
"helluva
nice job". Furthermore, there is nothing to prevent
professors from indicating that
fact on papers or bluebooks in a
way that is far more useful in
reinforcing the student's motivation to continue the weary grind
to a J.D.
A complex numerical grading system takes an inordinate

Van Vleck Presen ts
Final Round April 25
The Van Vleck Appellate
Case Club will be holding its
final round argument
for the
;, .First Year Moot CourtCompetition on Monday night. April
21. The argumentwill take place
in Building C at 2201 G Street.
"Ronaleen
Roha and Peggy
Tobolowsky will represent the
petitioner in the case. Pauline
Osthues and 'Ellyn Roth will
serve as counsel for the respondent.

Having agreed to serve as
judges for the argument
are:
The Hon. George E. MacKinnon, D.C. Circuit Court of
Appeals; The Hon. Nicholas S.
Nunzio, D.C.Superior
Court;
and Mr. Fred Graham,
CBS
News.
All law students and their
guests are invited to attend the
argument which will begin at
8:00pm.

amount of professors' time to do
fairly, particularly when a "78"
means nothing to the student,
except that it was better than a
"77" and not as a good as a
"79". That fact in turns means
nothing, except that if there
were no grades above "78" ,one
can only presume that one did
reasonably well, and so forth.
What exactly one did wrong or
right remains a great mystery
(particularly
where professors
refuse to post model answers).
Professors' instruction of students could be made much more.
effective if they could spend less
time acting like judges weighing
and deciding the precise numerical value of each word scribbled
hastily in a bluebook,
and
instead spend more time noting
what seemed to be present or
absent from one's response to a
legal problem. In no case can
anyone seriously sustain
the
value of calculating and recordkeeping
requirements
of the
current system solely on the
theory that
students
get a
psychological re-charging from
it.
The converse position that a
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indicate that he thinks one has
pretty well grasped the matter at
hand, .although the "90" that
shows It may be a relatively low
grade.
Why docs the educational
system feel a compulsive need to
distribute
people across a continuum and then place every
individual on it so that it can
determine how they differ from
each other? Again the question
ought only to be: did you learn
the block of material that you
intended
to learn when you
signed up for the course? The
only answers are yes or no.
Properly
speaking,
there
ought to be no grading system,
only an achievement
notation:
Complete or Incomplete. The
terms
pass/fail or credit/no
credit still carry the charged
aura of good/bad or the have-acookie/you-should-be-ashamed
mentality. Either one has or has
not, in a semester's
passing,
completed the requirements of
the course so as to be certified as
knowing a relevant amount of
the subject matter. If one cannot
be so certified, then one should
(Please tum to p. 6, col. 3)

BALSA Annual Convention
by Shelley Hayes
On Wednesday
March 26,
1975, the 1975 National BALSA
Convention convened in Atlanta,
Georgia. Paschal's Motor Hotel
was the scene of Convention
headquarters
with the Atlanta
University
complex
(Atlanta
University, Moorehouse College,

Int'l Journal Names Editors
by Kenneth S. Levinson
The Board of Editors of The Journal of International Law and Economics
is pleased to
announce the selection of the 1975-76 Board of
Editors. It is significant thatseveral first year law
students are among the new editors. The Journal
has a policy of selecting editors based on competence and past performance, regardless of year in
law school. The members of the new editorial
board are as follows:
Robert Lehrman-Editor-in-Chief,
Roberto M.
Garza-Managing
Editor, Dee Tagg-Executive
Editor, Jerald A. Belofsky-Administrative
Editor, Edmund D. Cohen-Book
Reviews Editor,
Mark W. Gaffney-Notes
Editor, Steven J.
'Joffe-Articles
Editor,
Thomas
A. KarolArticles Editor, Catherine D. Marshall-Notes
Editor, David S; Robbins-Production
Editor,
D.J. Smith-Recent
Decisions Editor, Sherle R.
Schwenninger-Articles
Editor,
Catherine
J.
J'inker- Topics Editor.
The presentJournal staff should be proud of its
accomplishments-during
the 1974-75 academic
year. Four issues willhave been published by the
end of the school year, and a solid foundation has
been laid for our fifth issue, Volume 10 No. 1.
This year's publications thus represent the most
productive year in the Journal's history, due
primarily to the initiative and dedication of a staff
working without a rigid administrative or organizational structure. This year's staff has done
"much to reduce inherited delays.
Our Board of Advisors also deserves a great
deal of credit. The Advisors are a select group of
'leading professionals in legal specialities directly
related to the Journal's scope of publication. They
include former Associate Supreme Court justice
Arthur Goldberg; Mr. Monroe Leigh, presently.

student
needs to ne put rn
jeopardy of making a bad g~ade
in order to be pressed into
learning the mat~ri~1 is equally
specious. Either It IS an argument that students
will fear
flunking out, or it is a disguise
for the argument that it .will not
look good to prospecttve employers. The former
is sti~1
accounted
for in a pass/fatl
system and the latter is the argument that we first mentioned.
The basic flaw of a multi-level
grading system is a flaw which
infects the entire educational
process. The emphasis is placed
on comparative
performance
rather than individual mastery.
The only legitimate question an
educator should ask is: Has the
student mastered the material?
Not "Does the student know it
better or worse than anyone
else?"
Every year Professors Hambrick and D. C. Green give us an
object-lesson on this distinction.
In the former case, a "comparatively good" grade still suggests
that the teacher thinks a lot
remains
un-mastered.
In the
latter case, the instructor may

Legal Advisor at the Department of State; Mr.
Julius Katz, presently Assistant Secretary of State
for International Resources and Food Policy; Mr.
J. Dapray Muir, formerly Assistant Legal Advisor
for Economic and Business Affairs at the State
Department
and now in private practice; Mr.
Lester Nurick,
presently
Associate
General
Counsel for' the World Bank; Mr. Joseph
Guttentag, partner at the Washington, D.C. firm
of Surrey, Karasik and Morse; and several other
well-known individuals. The Advisors are actively
involved in the Journal's development and their
help has been invaluable.
The Journal invites the participation on its staff
of any law student at the National Law Center.
Associates can expect to gain significant research,
writing, editing and publication experience. Staff
duties, like those of the Law Review, include
spading, proofreading
and editing articles. In
addition, staff members participate in production
work and administrative
assignments.
The
Journal sponsors a student. writing program and
strongly encourages submission of appropriate
student manuscripts.
A career orientation
in
international
law is not a prerequisite to staff
membership. ,
The Journal is currently accepting applications
for new staff members. Production work will be
continuing over the summer months with the
publication of issues number 1 and 2 of Volume
10. Staff experience is vital to the development of
professional skills and serves as a valuable asset
when job-hunting.
Interested
students should
come to the Journal office located in the basement
(room 10) of Bacon Hall. The telephone number is
676-7164. All Associates are requested to submit
their summer plans and summer adresses in
wri~il1gto the office.

Clark College, Spelman College
and Morris-Brown College) hosting most of the Convention
activities.
The Convention
was highlighted by the Founder's
Day
Luncheon on Friday, March 28,
and the Awards Banquet
on
Saturday, March 29. The honored guests at the luncheon were
the past National Chairman of
BALSA. Dean Ronald Davenport, of Duquesne
University
Law School was the keynote
speaker.
The theme of the Awards
Banquet, "One Among Many" ,

. provided an opportunity for Ms..
'Karen Galloway, defense attorney for Joanne Little, to drive
home the point that Ms. Little's
case is but one example of
recurring
injustice.
The Rev.
Martin Luther King Sr. received
a standing
ovation
as he
"preached"
from the stage at
the close of the banquet.
The BALSA chapter at the
NLC sent four delegates to the
National Convention:
D. Jean
Patterson,
Pat Smith, Mary
Wright and Shelley Hayes. They
report that the Convention was
interesting, informative and well
worthwhile.
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Motion to Censure Unanimously Defeated
by Robert Chapman
urged that funding for the Law Kayton in turning out the lead
article. Law Review representaFollowing a brief discussion
Review immediately cease, that
tives noted that the Kayton
over who would get a traditional ;' the editors be censored and
article could not be exchanged
five dollar stipend for preparing . admonished for their conduct,
with another to allow timely
minutes of the meeting, the
and that a new Editorial Board
publication
since Kayton reNational Law Center Student
be selected.
Bar Association came to order
fused to submit his script unless
id
3 d
As an example of the present
on M arc h 25 t 0 const er r
'
,
it could be 43 GW Law Review
,
staffs failure to perform Its
1. SBA President Roy Baldwin
year student
Frank
Gumpert
s
d
ti
G
t
noi
t
d
ifi
,
u res, umper pom e spec I 1. made allusion to Kayton's belief
resolution
to
censure
the
George
11
t
fi
th
d
I
.
th
.
ca y 0 a ive-mon
e ay In e
W as himgton Law Review.
Assert"
.
,
in numerology.
,
th t th L
R'
h d proposed Aprtl 7th distribution
mg
a
e, aw
eVlew. a
of the November issue of GW
Jessica Strickland, a witness·
been opera ted m a grossly inept L
R'
V I
43
duri
th e 197475
aw evrew, 0 ume
.
at the Law Review interrogation.
manner
urmg
academic year and that a greater
Daniel Abrams,
Editor in noted proudly that her organization, the Van Vleck Case Club,
need for funds existed in other
Chief, explained the postponealso dealt with professors and
areas of interest
to greater
ment to be due primarily to the
yet "no argument date had ever
numbers of students, Gumpert
lateness
of Professor
Irving
been held up due to the.
recalcitrance of one professor."
Ms. Strickland expressed concern that a timely presentation
of the Law Review reflects on the

,---------------------------,

prestige
Center.

of the

National

Law

Emphasized
by a wagging
finger, the stern voice of an
unidentified SBA leader inquired of Editor Abrams, "Have you
failed to fulfill your responsibility to the National Law Center?"
Abrams answered, "More work
couldnot have been put into the
Law Review ... but we're going to
catch up!" Abrams estimated
that he spent 90 to 100 hours per
week working on the GW Law
Review while his associate editors spent at least 40 hours' per
week,
.
.. In his censure
resolution,
Frank Gumpert
attributed
an
annual budget of approximately
$80,000 to The George Washington Law Review while Law

0

Review
records
show
only
$14,519 to have been received
from the National Law Center
administration
this past year.
Gumpert, saying that his sources
of information were secret, also
alleged that financial aid funds
were being given to Law Review
staff members even if they could
not demonstrate
need. Abrams
. asked simply that no credence
be given to Gumpert's -rnusings.
At the urging of Day VicePresident
Ross Delston, the
intense 45 minute inquiry ceased
and a unanimous vote against
the censure resolution was recorded.
The January issue of The
George Washington
Law Review, delayed only four months,
will be issued during the week
preceeding exams.

Rem inder to Students
Medical Ethics For urn Planned
With Veterans Funds
Students
at GW who are
utilizing Veterans Educational
Assistance Funds are reminded
of the following:
1. It is now within the VA's
time frame for requesting advance payment for the summer
sessions. If you have not already
requested advance payment for
summer school, you may do so
by calling (676-7218) or visiting
the Veterans Assistance Sections
of the Registrar's Office in Rice
Hall, 2121 I Street, NW. If you
do not know the nature or advantages of VA advance payment, contact the Veterans Assistance Section for an explanation.

2. If you are planning
on
transferring
from GW to another school, you will need a VA
form 1995. The forms are available at the Veterans Assistance
Section so that you may have it
filled out and ready to hand in at
your new school.
3. If you are planning
to
attend summer school at another institution but will use the
credits taken on your degree
here at GW, that summer school
should be certified to the VA by
GW. If summer school elsewhere' is in your plans, please
check with the Veterans Assistance Section so that you may be
paid properly' and promptly by
the VA.

by Diane Seeger
A Medical Ethics Forum Symposium will be sponsored by the
George Washington
School of
Medicine April 26 in a day long
session in the Marvin Center
Ballroom.
The morning
topic lineup
discussed by experts includes
"Overview 'of Present Legislative
Alternatives"
with Stephen P.
Strickland,
Ph.D.
Director,
Health Policy Program,
University of California at San Francisco.
Dr. Peter Birk, Medical Director of Group Health Association of Washington will speak on
the "Advantages and Disadvantages of An Industrialized Medical Model."
An audience
question
and

NebraskaWins Client Counseling
The University of Nebraska
College of Law has won the 1975
client counseling
competition
sponsored by the Law Student
Division of the American Bar
Association. Salmon P. Chase
College of Law, Covington, Ky.,
won second place, and the
University of Toledo College of
Law placed third in the com-

first received a brief memo on
the subject and were asked to
prepare a preliminary memorandum based on this information.
Nine regions were represented
In the actual competition, each
in the finals, during which the
team was given 45 minutes-30
competing teams demonstrated
minutes to interview the client
their skills on counseling. The
and either propose a solution or
subject was professional
reoutline further research, and 15
sponsibility. The student teams . minutes for preparing a postinterview memorandum.
Other regional winners were
Columbia University School of
Law, University of Maryland
School of Law, and Tulane
University School of Law. Also
South Texas College of Law,
had not been in existence during
John Marshall Law School, and
the 1973-1974 and 1974-1975
the
Southwestern
University
school years, is open to those
School of Law.
who work in an editorial capacity on the Advocate.
Oliver Long succeeds Charles
Leone who has been editor since
May of 1974. Long, a secondby Michael Quinn
year student,
has been an
Introductory
meetings' were
Advocate contributor since Febheld Wednesday, April 9, for
ruary of 1974 and has been
assistant editor since March of students interested in applying
for membership
on the Law
this year.
The new editor.will receive a Review. Candidacy is open to all
first year day students, and night
stipend of $225 per semester.
students who will have completThe funds for the stipend will be
ed between 28 and 48 hours at
drawn from advertising
revethe end of this summer.
nues ..
petition held at Notre Dame Law
School in South Bend, Ind.,
April 5.

0

Advocate Names Editor
Re-forms Editorial BoardThe Advocate announced recently that Oliver Long, currently assistant editor, has been
chosen as editor of the Advocate
for the 1975-1976 school year.
He will assume his duties with
publication of the April 29 issue,
the last of the school year. Long
will share responsibility with a
re-constituted
and newly-selected board of editors.
Initial members of the board
are Bill Wallace,
Managing
Editor; Robert Chapman: News
Editor; Doug Watts, Features
and Opinion page editor; John
Brusniak,
Sports Editor; and
Oliver Long. The board, which

answer
period
will precede
-Iuncheon at Blackie's Restaurant where Dr. Tom Piemme, and
Ruth Hanft, Senior Research
Assoc. of the Institute of Medicine and National Academy of
Sciences, will discuss the topic
"Supporting Medical Education
and the Availability of Services."
"Crisis Vs. Preventative Care:
A Question of Funding Priori-

o

ties" will be debated in a two
hour afternoon panel discussion
by area experts.
Registration fee for the symposium is $1. An optional lunch
is $4.50. Send your check, with
name and adress, to GW Ethics
Forum,
Himmelfarb
Library,
2300 Eye Sf. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20037. Tickets will be
distributed at the door.

Upcoming Jury
Practice Seminar
by Diane Seeger
A "Seminar on Jury Practice"
will be held at Georgetown
University
Law Center,
3rd
floor, First and F Street, N.W.
Saturday April 19.
The day long seminar is being
sponsored by the National Lawyers Guild, D.C. Chapter, and
the National
Lawyers Guild,
Criminal Jury Trial Rights Project.
The three-member
seminar
faculty includes Jay Schulman
who used new juror selection
techniques
in several famous
cases including Attica, Wounded Knee trials in Minnesota,
South Dakota,
Nebraska and
Iowa, the Camden 28, and the
VV A W trial
in Gainesville,
Florida. He has a Ph.D. in
Sociology from Columbia.
Rhonda Copelon, staff member of the Center for Constitutional Rights has been involved
in the Klein vs Nassau Co.

o

Medical Center abortion case,
and the Petition to Deny License
Renewal..
W ABC-TV
(NOW
suit>.
John Flynn, third member of
the seminar faculty, has been
handling
Movement
Group
cases in the Boston area for ten
years. He presently represents
Dennis Banks of the American
Indian Movement. Flynn is a
faculty member of Northeastern
University Law School.
Schulman, Copelon and Flynn
will discuss "Jury Composition,"
"New Jury Selection Methods,"
"Protecting the Jury" and "Voir
Dire."
Fees for Lawyers Guild members
are Attorneys,
$12.50;
Students,
$5.00. Non-member
attorney fees are $20.00; Students, $7.50. A special student
rate of $2 is also available.
For additional
information,
call 783-1060.
0

Law Review Selection Detailed
S.election will be based equally
on grades, adjusted for differences in class section, and on a
closed memorandum
competition. All eligible students are
encouraged to compete. Memo
materials will be distributed on
Saturday, May 17, between 12
and 1 p.m, Memos are due the
following Tuesday,
May' 20,

before 7 p.m. Further details will
be posted on the Law Review
bulletin board on the first floor
of Stockton Hall.
Any interested student who
did not attend
one of the
introductory meetings or submit
an information card should stop
by 409 Bacon Hall as soon as
possible.
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J.R. Hambrick DiscussesHis Teaching
by Robert Lehnnan
Q. One of the first things that struck me
about your approach to teaching when I
enrolled in your course in Federal
Income Taxation was that I think you
can be characterized
as an old school
professor. Would you agree?
A. Well, I don't know what you mean by
"old school". I remember one student in
his evaluation
said that
I was a
'combination of General Patton and Sam
Ervin. Well, I guess I am a little oldfashioned.
Q. You spent a good deal of time with the
Internal Revenue Service, didn't you?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. Would you characterize yourself as a
tax-man?

A. Yes.
Q. Are you writing a new book on
taxation?
A. Yes, I have been preparing anew
casebook on income' tax for some time.
Q. Why do you want to author a
casebook?
.
A. I'm not satisfied with those available,
they're not up to date, or they simply
didn't appeal tome, so I was vain enough
to decide to do my own,
Q. Do you have a different approach to
your casebook?
A. Well that's something I have given a
great deal of thought to. My main
criticism of existing casebooks, I suppose, is largely that. they don't contain
enough information
on their own. A
student should be able to get a pretty fair
understanding simply from studying the
book, so I have a good deal more textual
material in my book in the form of some
extensive notes. I just hope that it will tie
things together a bit better for the
student.

Q. I think that it is fair. to say that the
average law student, whoever he or she
may be, would characterize the subject of
income taxation as a rather dry and
meticulous study. I don't imagine that
you consider tax dry?
A. Well, my impression
is that the
average student approaching income tax
for the first time has the feeling that he is
going to learn how to prepare tax returns.
He doesn't
realize the tremendous
intellectual content.
As you know, having been in the
course, the ideas behind these things are
more fascinating to me and that's what I
talk about most of the time. The
A. Do you mean pro-Treasury?
mathematics
of it bore me, but the
Q. Yes, pro- Treasury.
so-called intellectual content is as great
A.Well, no I don't think so. When I was
as in any other law course.
in the service they said that I was proQ. Speaking of mathematics, a statistic
taxpayer. I just try to call the shots as I
recently published show your grades to
see them.
have a higher percentage of low scores,
Q. In class, in the discussion of policy
including a high rate of failures. Have
issues that inevitably arise and decisions'
you ever considered your grading as
that could have gone either way, I
particularly arduous?
remember
your, characterizations
of
A. No, not particularly. I think that my
many of the pro-taxpayer decisions as
grading criteria have never ,changed.
"loopholes".
That sounds like proThey're the same now as when I first
Treasury to me.
started teaching. And when I started I
A. No, I don't think.I'm pro-Treasury. As :don't think there was as much talk' as
'I said. when I was in the Treasury my
you've pointed to about my being a hard
colleagues
down there said I was
grader.
pro-taxpayer. However, a lot of people
Ithink that I can look at an answer
since have made the same observation
and know pretty much at a glance
that you are making-I
just try to be
whether it's an Aanswer or a D answer.
objective about it. Those things which
;The onlyproblem is', is if750r 78 6r82?
you refer to as loopholes are provisions in
But I, know what I'm looking for in
the tax code which I regard
'being
g~ading the answer.l usually have four or '
unfair. The more unfair your tax system .five separate points and if the student
is, and the more sources of revenue that
doesn't mention one of these points it
are left out of your tax base, and' the
counts against him.
greater the deductions that are allowed,
. I think this whole matter of grading
why of course the greater will bethetaxhas gotten out· of hand
in a· lot
burden on everybody else.
".,
institutions. Even very fine colleges like
Q. How did you move into the world of Yale and Harvard they have gotten to the
academia and become a professor of
point.where. now practically everybody is
Income Tax?
on the Dean'slist. This has deprivedthe
A. Well, that was something
that'
grade system of all significance. I think
happened in a completely' unexpected
that the students themselves deserve to
manner. I had never thought of teaching.
know where they" stand vis-a-vis each
As I recall, in the early summer of 1957
other.'
, .
the gentleman who had been teaching tax
Certainly in law school when it comes
here told me he was leaving GW and he
time to graduate and find a position
thought that I might be interested. I ' . outside that's the first thing that lawyers
asked him why he thought so, and he
ask about. That's about the only thing
said, "Well, you like to talk". At that ,. that they can make a judgment about. If
time I had been thinking of going out
the grades are high, then they will be
into private tax practice, so I simply
favorably inclined.
combined the two things and left the
I think that these: ridiculously high
service. I've been here ever since.
. grades, like 98, 99, even 100 are simply
Q. Do, you maintain a private practice in ' ridiculous in law school. My system' has

legal career. When we get out we don't
85. If I have a very good answer I kn?~
take cases on a pass/fail basis. I think,
immediately
that it's an 85. If It s
that the student should be prepared to do
exceptionally good, why I may give it an
the very best that he can, and if he's
86 or 88 or 90. I think that the highest
enrol1ed in a course on a credit/no-credit
grade that I've ever given was 92 and that
basis he isn't subject to the pressures that
was just on an individual question on an
he should be.
exam. I feel that a sensible way to grade
Q. But in an age of specialization,
is to use 85 as a top.
knowledge in the field of tax may be
Q. Well, that points to a question.
crucial to those who wi1~practice tax law,
Although I respect your point that grades
but
not for students who wish to obtain
are significant in law school as establishonly
a general background in tax and are
ing a competitive scale which will then, to
effectively
denied
entrance
to your
aIarge extent, determine their marketcourse.
ability upon graduation, I think its fair to
A. I realize that there are students who
say that most teachers don't use 85 as
wish
only a limited exposure to tax law.
their top grade. Rather they use the top
possible score which is a theoretical 100 .. And although the rule of the school is
If you accept that as true then it would, that no one can audit a course, I would
follow that a student in your class is at a -have no personal objection to a student
auditing
my course.
You'd have to
competitive disadvantage from a student
change the school's nile, but then the
in another class who has a teacher using
student could sit in on my class and not
the score of 100 for a perfect answer.
A. Well, I think that the disparity in be subject to my grading.
But you know, the whole process of
grading criteria is a troublesome issue,
teaching and learning is a psychological
unquestionably.
I see no answer because
matter, and an attitude of discipline or,
each instructor's grades simply have to
alternatively, unpreparedness
can spread
be based on his own judgment. I don't
through a class. A passlfail student is
see how it can be otherwise. All I'm
more apt to be resting on his oar.
Q. Another policy that is different is your
refusal to return or discuss exams with
" ... J just don't have the
students. Why is that?
time to discuss blue books. A. Very simple, I just don't have the time
to discuss blue books. And even if I did
A nd even if J did have
have the time, I would say that it's the
the time, J would say that
most useless activity imaginable.
If a
student can't learn anything in a three
it's the most useless
hour course, there's certainly no way I
can teach him anything in thirty minutes
activity imaginable."
going over his blue book with him.
saying is that I think it's more realistic to
grade off a top of 85, subject to
adjustment for exceptional excellence.
Q. Since an 84 is a B aren't you saying
that
a student
has to be highly
exceptional to get an A?
A. No, I'm not saying that. I'm saying
that if a student gives an answer which I
think is an A answer he'll get an 85.'
Naturally, that's an excel1ent answer.
Now there are some students who are
exceptional1y brilliant and from time to
time I wi11give a question an 88 or a 90,
so there is some upward gradation there. '
Q. As I discovered on the first day of your.
course, you don't approve of the pass/fail '
system?
A. No, I don't. I think law school is the
time ,and
place for the student
to
~abituate himself to the discipline of a

as
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Q. There's another question that I
wanted to ask you. A few years back a
student
evaluation
was published
in
which a high percentage of your students
felt that you discriminated
against
minorities. I know that this upset you.
Would you care to comment on that
incident?
A. I thought that was an outrage. I
believe about 45% of my class said that I
discriminated
against
minorities
by
which I guess they meant women and
blacks, and apparently
Jews. I was
outraged
by it because
anyone who
knows me at all knows that I do not
discriminate against anyone. Though I'm
from the South I've always been opposed
to racial discrimination
and I am
horrified by anti-semitis~.
Q. I'm sure what you say is sa.but the
(Please tum to p. 11, col. 1)
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Student Bar Association Report
by Roy Baldwin
... As Another Semester Bites
The Dust
About all that can, be said in
defense of this semester is that it
very soon will come to a thunderous, crashing halt. The SBA
plans to help celebrate the year's
imminent demise with the Second Annual Watch-the-Semester-Set Party, which will be held
on the Quad Wednesday afternoon, April 30th. We want to
start right after the last afternoon class and continue until
the beer is all gone.
Softball Toumament
Sports Committee Chairperson John Brusniak
has announced
registration
for the
SBA Softball Tournament.
Put
your rosters in the envelope on
the SBA office door, Bacon
lOlA. For information, see John
or the nicely-lettered poster on
the first floor of Stockton.
"for CBS News. this is Dan
Rather. 011 the wartorn campus
ofGWU"
Dan Rather of CBS News will
be the Grad'uation Speaker this
year. Craig Schiller, who arranged for Rather's appearance,
said he was sick and tired of
sitting
through
speeches
by
politicians.
having a little trouble figuring
out your schedule?

The SBA is holding a Scheduling Seminar in Room 10,
Stockton, Tuesday afternoon at
3:15 p.m., so if you hurry, you
might still make it! Although
this seminar is primarily for the
benefit of first-year students,
second-year students may find it
useful as well. If you can't make
it Tuesday, stop by the SBA
office any old time and whoever's there will be happy to
commiserate with you.
about that student mailing list
You may have seen the yellow
posters scattered
around
the
Law School stating the SBA's
new policy toward making the
student mailing list available to
commercial concerns. We have
had several requests from bar
review companies for copies of
our student lists, to be used to
contact you about their courses.

While the SBA felt that this
was all well and good, since most
of us want to know about such
things, we felt that (l) we
shouldn't give out the list to just
anybody that asked for it, and
(2) as long as we were going to
. give it out, we might as well
make some money. So at a
meeting last month, the SBA
adopted the Statement of Policy
that is attached to each poster.
Remember, if you want to
take your name off the list,

you're perfectly welcome to do
so. Just notify the SBA office,
Bacon lOlA. The deadline for
notifying us was April 14, but if
you would still like to take your
name off the list, drop a note by
our office as soon as possible.

be used-whether
it should be
primarily a quiet study lounge, a
social lounge, a meeting room,
offices, or whatever-be
sure to
·let us know so that we can
include your feelings into our
proposals to the Dean.

meet the prospective prof
A committee
composed
of
students and faculty members is
searching for a replacement for
outgoing Professor Robert Dixon. The committee is inviting a
number of applicants
to the
NLC to meet with interested
students and faculty. We will
post a list of the dates and times
of these meetings when they
become available to us. This is a
good chance for you to meet the
man or woman who mas be your
professor next fall.

the Law Review controversy
At its last meeting before
Spring Break the SBA heard
debate on a resolution sponsored
by Frank Gumpert asking the
SBA to in effect censure the Law
Review editorial staff for the
lateness of their issues. The
August 1974 issue was distributed about six months late.
Law Review Editor-in-Chief Dan
Abrams appeared at the meeting
to answer questions and defend
the performance
of the Law
Review Staff.

new student lounge news
It looks as if the SBA and the
deans have finally been able to
resolve their impasse over what
use the New Student Lounge is
to have, leaving the way clear to
begin redecorating the place. A
committee of faculty members is
intersted in helping out, and an
interior decorator has been hired
to draw up plans.
The most important party is
yet to be heard from, however: If
you have an opinion about how
the New Student Lounge should

ABA Land Use Conference
Current and proposed direct
and indirect controls ofland use
for environmental
protection
will be examined during the
American Bar Association's National Conference on Environmental Law in Warrenton, Va.,
May 2-4.
Major speakers for the conferences,
sponsored
by the
ABA's Special Committee
on

Environmental
Law, are to include Gov. Richard Lamm of
Colorado,
U.S.
Rep.
Mike
McCormack
(D-Wash.)
and
John A. Busterude of the Council of Environmental
Quality.
Lamm is to address a luncheon
May 3; McCormack will speak .
at a dinner May 3, and Busterrude will talk at a dinner session
May 2. Registration
opens in

Last Communication

For This Semester

Airlie House at 4 p.m., May 2.
Further information
may be
obtained from Faith Manning,
American Bar Association, 1155
E. 60th St., Chicago, III. 60637.

Abrams advised us that this
year's staff had inherited the late

issue problem from the previous
staff, and was trying its best to
make up for lost time this
semester. He indicated that the
next two issues would be distributed before the end of this
semester, with one issue to be
ready for distribution on right
after Spring Break. To date we
haven't
seen that
promised
issue, but the SBA members
were persuaded that the Law
Review Staff was dealing with
the situation to the best of its
ability and that the resolution
should not be passed.
In fact, it came out during the'
discussion, one of the reasons
why the August issue was put
out so late may have been
because of delays caused by one
of the NLC professors whose
lead articles for the August issue
was evidently several
weeks
behind schedule.

Library Hours, May 6-27
Tuesday, May 6
thru
Friday, May 9
Saturday, May 10
and
Sunday, May 11
Monday, May 12
.
thru
Friday, May 16
Saturday, May 17
Sunday, May 18
Monday, May 19
.
thru
Friday, May 23
Saturday, May 24
thru
Monday, May 26
Tuesday, May 27

8 am-Midnight

(Znd floor open to 2 am)

9 am-Midnight

8 am-Midnight

(Znd floor open to 2 am)

9am-6pm
Closed
Closed except to staff and faculty

Closed
Begin regular summer hours:

Georgetown University. Law Center
1975' Summer Session

Book Buy Back April 28 - 29 - 30

•
Got a Math or
Engineering
Problem?

~

Get NOVUSor
TEXAS

John Roberts Ring Day
10to 6
Wedllesday. April 16
Info Desk

Attend the 1975 Summer Session at
Georgetown University law Center.
Choose from a wide'variety of courses:

For That Paper

INSTRUMENTS

Typing Paper

J.D. Courses:

Calculator

Binders
Thesis Paper
Folders
Corrat - Type

Administrative Law, Antitrust, Business Associations, Conflict of Laws,
Criminal Justice II, Decedents, Eviderice, Family Law, Individual Right~
and Liberties, International Law, Labor Law, Tax I.

For Spring and Summer
Seethe New

Champion

Knit Shirts

Shop Our Enlarged Section

Need

a Gift Get

G.W.U. Pewter or Ceramic Mugs
Jewelry.

Stationery - Novelties

To Help Get That "A"
-Monarch Notes-Schaums Outlines-.
and other study aids

See the New Selection
of M.C. Esher Prints

_

Graduate Courses:
Federal Tax Accounting, Federal Tax Practice,
Taxation of Trusts and Estates.

and other art prints.
TAKE A PLANT ALONG SEE
THEM IN OUR PLANT SHOP
Summer Bookstore
Hours Effective May 5
MQnday thru Friday
8:45 t05:00 pm

HAVE A REAL GOOD SUMMER - SEE YOU IN AUGUST ~

Clinical Program:
Students in Court Litigation Clinic.

Session: June 2-August 14
Registration: May 30
Tuition: $95 per credit hour
For further information: Registrar's Office, Attn: Summer School
Georgetown University Law Center, 600 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001 Telephone: 624-8300
.
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1£~itnrial
Reflections
This is my last Advocate editorial; with the next issue a new
editor and editorial board will take up the functions of
producing this newspaper.
, As my immediate predecessor did, I intend to use this space
to look back over the nearly three years of my time during
which I chose to be a student at this school. It seems
appropriate to reflect on what has happened during that
period and to do some soul-searching (to the extent that six
semesters ofthe study oflaw leave one with any semblance of a
soul to search) on the effects of the experience.
Law School produces a variety of reactions in those who
experience
its processes. For all of its strengths and
weaknesses, it does offer individuals the opportunity to learn
how to use the mechanisms of the legal system. The National
Law Center, for the most part, has done a more than adequate
job in providing instruction in the existence and use of those
legal tools that will be necessary for us to function as members
, of the bar.
, For those whose expectations were no more than this, the
i time in school can be considered well spent. For others,
\ including
myself, whose expectations
were otherwise,
iju!itifiably or not, the passing of three or four years devoted
primarily to the pursuit of the knowledge of the use of the law
j leaves a more ambivalent reaction.
! My three years here have been a struggle. On the surface
there has always been the burden of. voluminous readings,
classroom and exam anxiety, and problems of staying ahead
[of the constant classroom pace. But the real burdens are
! somewhat deeper.
: What, if anything, has been the result of the three years of
'temporal juxtaposition of my efforts with the efforts of my
fellow classmates, instructors, and others at the Law Center?
Certainly, there has been an increase in my own knowledge
•and level of skill in dealing with legal problems.
: But these changes all have one characteristic-they
are
, internal. I sometimes get the feeling that I have been sitting in
; front of a television set for the past three years.
These internal changes are necessary to my well being, but
, they aren't sufficient. The activity and information flow that
has occurred has all been one way.
After this type of experience the process of transfer to the
: real world, in which we must not only learn but act, may be
; difficult.
Directed
effort in law school and in many
; educational institutions has meant response and reaction. The
iability to initiate is neither encouraged nor cultivated.
I This situation would require little comment if it were not for
the all-consuming demands of the study of law. Reaction
*' becomes not one of a number of approaches to a problem, but
Ithe only approach that we are capable of, And reaction means
';that others determine the time place and circumstances of
\ those events to which we do react.
( Leaving the law school and beginning work will require a lot
1of stamina and indeed some re-education in terms of our owncapabilities. The task is real and it's not minimal.

!
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Grading Systems Re-re-visited
(Continued from page 2)
have the option of forgetting it
or, upon payment of more
money, trying to complete the
requirements with further study.
There is nothing in such a
system which compels the school
to award perfectly good JD's to
students who have lackadaisacally gotten by on a bare
modicum of information. The
level at which a professor thinks
a student must perform to show
mastery of the material can be
set wherever he or she thinks
appropriate. It may be at the
level at which a professor would
currently award a 55, or a 65, or
even a 75.
Whenever a student completes 84 credits worth of
material, including 4 hours each
of Torts, Contracts, or the Law
of Doorknobs, or any other kind
of law, as determined by school
regulations, he or she would be
entitled to receive a J.D. It is
absolutely irrelevant what he or
she did not complete in addition
to meeting the requirements.
Consequently the ' transcript
would simply certify how many
credit hours a student had
'completed in each area of the
law. The school can still charge
tuition by the hours signed up
for, complete or incomplete, and
if it felt compelled to do so
(although I do not see a good
reason why it should), it could
limit the overall time to complete the requirements to a
specified period, say 5 to 6 years.
But what about the employ-

ment competition
problem?
Some people may be able. t.o
agree with the theory above If It
were not for the fact that "in the
real world," employers will want
to see grades. They will, want to
see whether they should or not,
ho~ you compare with your
fellow students. If you want to
get a job, you had better be
prepared to show how you
differ from other students, even
if the employer's reliance on
such differences is misplaced,
and it is not at all clear that her
or his reliance is misplaced.
First of all, it should be
pointed out that this argument
has its merit only for those
students with better grades. One
cannot seriously argue that it
helps a student's job prospects
for the employer to have the
benefit of seeing bad grades. It
may help the student you are
competing against but not you.
Roughly speaking .then, this
argument is only valid for about
halfthe class, the upper half.
Secondly, the argument is
premised on the notions (1) that
there are noteworthy differences
between students' abilities and.
(2) that employers are in some
sense entitled to know what
those differences are. The idea
that there are signifcant differences worth noting is interesting
because while it may be generally true in most educational
settings, it is less true at the.
National law Center in 1975.
To begin with, every student is
already a college graduate. By

that fact alone the range of
relative abilities is considerably
narrowed. For the most part,
only the graduates who did
reasonably well actually apply to
law school. Furthermore, only a
tenth of the applicants are
accepted and actually enter the
law school. This further narrows
the range of relative abilities.
The vast majority of students
have LSAT scores within about a
75 point range. This is true not
only because the admissions
committee can "cream" the top
portion of the scores, given the
massive application rate, but
also because the students with
the very best scores and records
frequently select themselves out
to attend
more prestigious
schools if they can.
Having attended five institutions of "higher learning," I can
say that the most striking thing 1
have seen about the caliber of
students at this school is the
homogeneity of it. I have yet to
see a single JD student here who
.is not capable of' mastering the
techniques of being a lawyer.
Nor have I seen a single student
who outrightly outclassed the
bulk of the student population.
This is further borne out by
the fact that 70 to 80 percent or
more of the students have a
grade average within a range of
about 8' or 9 points. in spite of
the sytsem 's best efforts to
separate us out from each other.
Bill Wallace's article will be
concluded in the next issue of
the Advocate.

Registration Process Outlined
(Continued from page 1)
Rico, the most frequently tested subjects are
Trusts and Estates (41 states), Wills (40),
Corporations (40), and Ethics (37). following in
frequency were Equity (32), Conflicts (30),
Agency-Partnership (30), Domestic Relations (28),
Taxation (24), Commercial Transactions (24),
UCC (21), Personal Property (20), and Administrative Law (17).These are in addition to coverage
of the basic first-year courses.
As of February, 1975, all the states except
Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota,
Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, New York,
and Oklahoma also participate in the Multi-State
Bar Examination (MBE) which tests on Contracts, Criminal Law, Evidence, Real Property,
and Torts. Although all these subjects are covered
in the NLC's prescribed course of study,
supplemental courses in some of these fields are
advised.
A study is presently being conducted which
may result in the expansion of the MBE to include
Constitutional Law, Corporations, and Procedure
by February 1976. '
Those students considering admission to the
Bar in Indiana should also be aware that as of
January 1, 1977, a student will be required to have
taken fourteen specific courses amounting to
fifty-four credit hours before attempting the Bar
exam. Several states are said to be considering
adoption of rules similar to Indiana's so
continuing attention to the Bar examination
requirements of one's state is advisable.
Exam schedules have been included with all
pre-registration materials and students are urged
to consult these when selecting courses. Petitions
for revision of exam schedules will not be looked
upon kindly if the difficulty could have been

avoided by proper registration. Deim Kirkpatrick
recommends that students wishing to take Estate
and Gift Taxation should previously have taken
Income Tax and that a course in Conflicts be
reserved for the third year to give the student as
much background in the law as possible before
entering the course.
Once the student has cleared these hurdles in
the registration process he is informed, that
something called "over-subscription" may yet
undo his most careful selections. This monster
makes its appearance when more students than
can be accommodated register for the same
course. In this event, those graduating earliest will
be given preference with remaining positions
filled by lottery. Dean Kirkpatrick notes,
however, that few courses are closed out
completely, the problem usually being too many
students trying to get into a particular section of a
course. After third year and prior to second year
registration a notice of closed courses and sections
will be posted. Also listed will be those courses
with only a minimum of openings.
Following second year registration any courses
then found to be over-subscribed will again be
filled by lot and the names of those for whom the
lots fell the wrong way will be posted by Thursday,
April 24. They will have until April 28 to make
new course selections. The time of registration has
no bearings on this process as the determination
of over subscription does not take place until all
registration is completed.
If questions on registration 'or selection of
appropriate c~urses for next year persist, try the
SBA informational and advisory meeting Tuesd~y, Ap.ril 15 at 3:15 p.m, or see Dean
~lrkpat~lck who will present during all registration periods to help those remaining baffled.
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Something is Wrong at this Law School
by Paul Beck
Ever since the BALSA complaint charging
racial discrimination in grading and other
aspects of the NLC program was
tacked upon the bulletin boards
of the National Law Center,
approximately one year ago this
month, law students have stood
around and done little as we
have witnessed an increasingly
polarized state of affairs repress
any dialogue.
There is virtuatly no communication, and no exchange
of
information or points of view,
between white and minority
students here. I submit that this
is not just regrettable,
but
indeed very unhealthy for the
future of the law school.
In the past three months I
have made a real effort to talk to
minority students in order to
understand the origins of the
complaint, their perceptions of
the situation here with regard to
teaching, grading, and financial.
aid, and their feelings. I have
made an effort to educate myself
as to the facts and I feel
competled to share some of my
knowledge and thinking with my
fellow students at GW. It is up
to all of us to do something now,
because as I see it, this problem
is fast getting out of hand and
the National Law Center is
heading for a disaster.
The first fact is most shocking
to second and especially thirdyear students: there are a total of
only eight (8) black first-year
students. That comprises some
three percent (3%) of the present
first-year class. The number of
black students expected to graduate this June is approximately
thirty (30), or ten percent (10%)
of the graduating. class. The
number of black students in the
second-year class is somewhat in
between these two extremes.
Why this incredible
drop in
enrollments of black students?
Do potential first-year students
know someting about the NLC
which their older counterparts
did not learn until they matriculated?
The situation here contrasts
remarkably with that of our rival
Georgetown -.At the Georgetown
Law Center, where first-year
class numbers
approximately
five hundred students, there are
sixty black students, or about
twelve
percent.
What
has
Georgetown done differently, to
attract so many more minority
students? Are their recruiting
practices vastly superior?
Admittedly this is a complex
issue and it is difficult to discuss
without some degree of ~implification. Nevertheless, we have to
get this issue out into the open.
It is the duty of better-informed
persons' than myself to bring
greater light to this subject. We
all need to know.
I am told thatGW admits one
hundred black students each
year. The problem is that only a
handful are chbosing to come
here. Why? Are there problems
with the disbursement of financialaid?
Or are the black

stud~nts GW is admitting also
admitted to schools like Harvard
and Yale? If the latter is the
case, then. wh~t is the purpose of
our
mmority-student-recruit_
ment program (which supposedly recruits "high-risk"
students
~ho have shown greater potential than the normal admissions
criteria would indicate)?
A third reason why black
students are not coming to GW
rn greater numbers
may be
connected to the BALSA complaint and the experience
of
their predecessors
here, i.e.,
many who might enter the
National Law Center do not do
so because our reputation has
discouraged them. I can understand why a new student would
I be
unlikely to come to GW if
there were unresolved charges of
racial discrimination in grading,
financial aid, and clinical program placements. These charges
are the major concern of the
black law students currently at
the law school.
.
At Georgetown, where admittedly there is an enormous
amount of money for parallel
programs and issues, there' is a
black person on the faculty in
the position of dean. In addition
to his function as a dean, this
person symbolizes Georgetown's
commitment to the legal education of minorities in. this city
and elsewhere in the nation. He
teaches at least one course as
wetl as fulfilling the duties of a
dean with respect to admissions
and recruitment.
His tie to the
students at Georgetown is real
and tangible and he is available
and concerned.
In contrast, black law students here at GW have no one
member
of the
faculty
or
administration
to whom they
can turn with their problems, no
one to identify with, no sympathetic ear with any measure of
influence. Rather, the structure'
of our administration
and faculty is geared to the implementation of a policy of benign neglect
toward minority students.
We need to talk and to
educate each other, not just
about ourselves but about the
relationship
of students, black
and white, to the faculty and the
administration at GW. We must
show our concern, if indeed we
feel it, because without it this
problem will run away from us
and destroy this institution.
But there are other critical.
ways, in addition to hiring a
black dean and black (and other
minority) faculty members, that
GW can undertake its responsibility for the education
of
minority students and providing
long-owed opportunities.
I address myself now to the BALSA
complaint and possible remedies.
.
Not all minority students at
the NLC are' "high-risk"
entrants. Far from it; many have
honors degrees from well-known
Ivy League instifutions.Some
even have advanced
degrees
from these institutions.
Their
college grades and LSA T scores

lybe
exposed to the extent
indicate that a high level of
necessary
to convince white
achievement in law school can
students of the seriousness of
be predicted.
Other minority
this allegation and to garner the
students predict to a much lower
support of as many students as
level of law school achievement,
possible. This process will rebased on LSA Ts and college
quire not just greater openess on
grades, yet somewhere in the
the part of BALSA members,
other areas of their backgrounds
are signs that great potential for
but an unprecedented degree of
achievement
exists. These are
concern and inquiry by the rest
of us.
the so-called "high risk" students, and they are the minority
Only when there is a broad
students
whom the Minority
base of support for a serious
Student Recruitment
Program
investigation
of grading pracwas designed to find and assist.
tices and other allegedly disIt has been proposed that
criminatory procedures here at
minority
students
undergo
a
GW will these problems be faced
period
of preparatory
legal
by the administration
and the
training in research and writing
faculty. But it is up to students
during the summer prior to
to make their voices heard, to
entering the NLC. If all entering
create the pressure necessary to
minority students were "highstimulate an effort to meet this
risk" entrants, then a summer
problem
and
deal
with it
honestly.
tutorial program mandatory for
I believe it is incumbent upon
each of them mightbe
logical.
the administration
and faculty
But such a program is an insult
to the intelligence and training
of this law school to come up
with a concrete and detailed
of many entering minority stuproposal for a summer tutorial
dents. A vague and general
program,
mandatory
for all
program to be available, perhaps mandatory,
for students
minority students prior to their
entering GW as "high risks."
first semester,
was proposed
earlier this semester. Wisely, the
This proposal must be presented
to BALSA and La' Raza within
administration chose to take the
the next two weeks, in order to
position that they would undertake such a project only with the
have any impact upon persons
support of the minority students
already
present
at -GW - or
and their representative associaentering next fall.
tions, BALSA turned the proIt should reflect the views of
posal down.
members of BALSA and La
Raza as well as the Minority
Their position has been, as I
Student Recruitment Committee
understand
it, that to accept
and the student body at large.
such a program implies that all
Most importantly, such a problack students
entering
GW
posal should detail the criteria
have inferior skills and inferior
upon which admission to this
undergraduate
educational
exprogram would be based. Perperiences. It seems to me that
haps negotiation can begin from
this is a correct analysis of the
just such a plan.
implications of their acceptance
It is imperative. that the
of the concept. Support of such a
. administration
and faculty unprogram would further negate
derstand their obligation to act
any claims of racism in grading,
immediately, to come forward
because
a. basis for poorer
with an affirmative proposal to
grades would have been prima
address the extremely critical
facie established by participasituation at the law school.
tion of minority students.
Only by implementing such a
The claim
of racism
or
tutorial program can any enterdiscrimination in grading has a
ing "high risk" student not feel
substantial
factual basis and
abundant
circumstantial
sup.
abandoned
and only in this
manner
can we make
the
port. The details should probab-

function of minority recruitment
viable and not just an empty
dream. The lack of any followup program makes the entire
concept of minority recruitment
a sham. Clearly, this institution
has an obligation to provide an
effective affirmative action program to produce competent
minority attorneys.
That obligation does not cease
when a minority student
is
admitted to 'the NattonafLaw
Center;
it begins there. It
continues during the course of a
student's
legal education and
the NLC must be held accountable for shaping that education.
Success and failure here is
bound up with the quality of the
teaching and the quality of the
effort to learn. But they rest on
the assumption that the tools for
learning
have been properly
shaped to the learning process
required of a law student, and
furthermore that the' process is
fundamentally
fair to every
student.
We must, therefore, provide a
vehicle for action immediately.
Alumni financial support is one
possible focus of our efforts; as
alumni this law school will
depend upon our financial contributions
to operate and to
maintain its status. Don't just
think about what you may owe
this school and what it may owe
to you; consider what is owed to
other people, poor people, minorities in this nation, in the way
of opportunities. If alumni show
their concern
with financial
support (or nonsupport),
the
NLC will have to listen.
I am suggesting that petitions
endorsing the idea of withdrawing financial support of NLC be
circulated at the end of this
month, to gather the signatures
of graduating students who feel
that unless this law school
undertakes a' concerted effort to
create a viable follow-up for
"high-risk"
students and fund
it, and in addition takes steps to
meet the allegations
of the
BALSA complaint, they cannot
support the NLC as alumni.

Letter to the Editor:"

Rothschild Claims Misquote
Since I spoke first on the
proposal that model answers be
made available to students, .I
would have hoped that The
Advocate would have properly
indicated my comments. I did
not "argue[d] that the model
answer would tend to focus the
conferences on the issue of the
fairness of a student's grade." I
did· not even mention this issue,
nor, in fact, am I concerned
about it.
The point that I made was
simply that there "is no such
thing as a model answer to a
subjective
examination
question" any more than there is a

"model brief' to a legal argument, a "model argument" to a
legal problem,
or a "model
decision" by a court. To compound this initial misconception
by placing examinations
with
"model answers" on file at the
library, seems deceptive to me.
But, worst of all, it totally
misconceives the pedagogy involved in a law school education.
I asked to be persuaded otherwise.
It is true that what followed,
in large part, was a discussion of
grade review. However, it seems
to me that grade review, and the
use of "model
answers"
for

pedagogical purposes are two
different things which have yet
to be sorted out in the second
SBA proposal on model answers.

Donald P-,Rothschild
Professor of Law
Editors's Note: In reporting
Prof. Rothschild's position, The
Advocate relied on the following
portion of faculty minutes: "He
[Dean Potts] went on to agree
with Professor Rothschild that
the proposal would not reduce
the number of student consultations-merely change the issue
to the fairness of the student's
grade .':
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Children's Legal Trouble
I

Revie~s

Working is Dangerous

Practice Primer is Prim

New Materials on Placement

,

Boo

.inherent in the role of foster
she should
be home,
thus
parents who, on the one hand,
limiting her earning capacity
are supposed to love and care for
and strengthening
the stepa foster child as they would their
child's dependency on the stepown, but on the other, are not, father." Berkowitz goes on to
supposed to form lasting ties . say that the natural
father's
with the child. Katz comes up
involvement should be phased
with no real solutions, however,
out as soon as possible, apparand concludes by simply exhortently on the assumption that the
ing court to look to the best
continuity of a child's relationinterests of the child.
ship to its natural father is not
In "An Essay on the Legal
very important anyway or that
Rights of the Mentally Retardnatural fathers aren't interested
Muscle and Blood, by Rachel
ed ," Dennis Haggerty, Lawrence
in their children after separation
Scott (1974) E. P. Dutton and
Kane. and David Udall deliver
from the mother. Berkowitz's
Co., Inc., New York, 296 pp.,
the very important message that
proposals
and
assumptions
hardhack.
lawyers need to be alert to the
about what is best for children
by Debbie Garrett
possibility
that
a seemingly
are not only blatantlysexist, but
It has been estimated that as
normal criminal defendant, for of very dubious value. They take
many as 100,000 American
example. may be retarded-a
no account whatsoever of the
workers die from job-related
fact which. if undetected, may emotional difficulties which freinjuries or illnesses every year.
seriously prejudice the accused
quently inhere in step relationThis is a critically important
attainment of a fair trial. The
ships, and fail to recognize that
problem which has received far
authors also mention the fre- both emotional
and financial
quent infringement of the civil needs will vary greatly dependtoo little attention. Ms. Scott's
rights of the mentally retarded.
ing on the child's age and other
book is an effort to inform the
No specific solutions are sug- circumstances fJf the case.
reader of the situation and to
gested; rather. the authors urge
In sum, this collection of begin a probe into the reasons
courts and lawyers to be sensiarticles doesn't add much to for it.
tive to the needs and rights of legal thought concerning childThe book surveys many induspeople- who are effectively unren; one printing was probably
tries, including mining, oil and
able to assert their own rights.
enough.
steel refining, chemicals, autoThe worst article in the book.
in my opinion,
is Bernard
Berkowitz's "Legal Incidents of
Today's ,'Step'
Relationship: .
and repeatedly explored by the
Cinderella
Revisited."
Under j American Bar Association, Sec. nervous knot of students sitting
tion
of
General
Practice,
How
to
the present state of the law,
in the Placement Office waiting
step-parents generally have no Find The Courthouse: A Primer
for
interviews every fall. Nothing
for
the
Practice
of
Law
(1974J
60
legal duty to support
their
new
is presented in this publicapp.,
paperback.
stepchildren. although they may
tion.
If you are brilliant, personby
Carol
H.
Israel
voluntarily
assume this duty.
able, and in the top of the class,
This pamphlet is a collection
Stepchildren
may also have
then
you might
be hired,
of articles written by general
difficulty
recovering
under
providing
you
don't
rub any
practitioners
of
law,
members
of
wrongful death and workmen's
partner the wrong way.
the Section of General Practices,
compensation
laws. Berkowitz
Articles on law firm economABA. None of the information is
argues that a stepfather, at least
ies
might be interesting to one
startling,
or
innovative.
It
should
in an ill loco parentis situation,
totally unfamiliar
with timenot surprise anyone that the
should have the same legal
keeping, billing, office machinobligations to a stepchild as he authors defend the status quo
ery, and personnel selection and
uncritically.
The tone of the
would have to a natural child.
utilization.
whole
collection
is
paternalistic,
(Berkowitz does not consider the
The message
that
comes
patronizing,
and not very inpossibility that children might
through the loudest is "Don't be
formative.
live with their natural father and
Most of the information
is afraid to charge your clients a
stepmother.)
His reasoning is
healthy fee. They expect it, and
common knowledge that at least
that "The mother's interest.r.is
this law student has picked up will respect you for it." The four
in the well-being of her child and
pages devoted to computing and
here and there during law school
in creating a strong family unit
presenting the fee could be of
and
life.
Such
topics
as
"What
in order to maximize the success
help to someone starting out as a
Law Firms Look For" are fully
of her marriage. For this reason
solo practitioner.
Included is a
list of the balancing factors that
are weighed in deciding what to
charge a client. Time, work,
skill, amount of money and
benefit to the client are the
The Placement Office has ordered and
Also, the. most recent' set of Multi-State
major considerations. Standardreceived the following reference books and
questions furnished by the National Bar
ized fees are discredited because
materials:
Examiners (mostly 1972 questions).
they "Chain the profession to
1. Practicing Law in New York City, written
5. 1975 C.S.D. Advance Locator, published in
fees which inflation continues to
by The Council of New York Law
January, 1975; lists all the new people on
diminish and to give the unethiAssociates. We have three copies and have
Hill as well as in the federal agencies.
cal lawyer a medium of soliciting
asked the GW bookstore to order 75 copies.
6. The Book of the States. 1974- 75, written by
business by cutting his fee."
This book should prove very useful to all
the Council of State Governments, gives all
Since when is price competition
students whether interested in New York
kinds of information concerning the states,
unethical? I took Federal AntiCity or not. It gives short summaries of
including names of officials, summaries of
trust Law, and I learned that
all types of practice as well as tips on
laws.etc,
competition is very desirable and
interviewing, etc.
7. U.S. Lawyers Reference Directory, 1974.
central to American social and
2. U.S. Government Manual, 1974-75, gives
lists, by state; names of Iegislators..judges
economic policy. This is an
good descriptions of all the federal agencies
and District Attorneys for each county.
example of the uncritical perpetand their functions. It also gives addresses
There· is also a section on federal judges
uation of the status quo demonof regional offices.
in the front of this book;
strated throughout the publica3. Where do I go from here?, written by
8. Information Resources for Public Interest.
tion.
. Frances Utley of the ABA Lawyer PlaceMarch 1975. This is a computerized listing
This publication
is available
ment Service, gives.some general advice on
of all persons and organizations involved in
from Circulation
Department
career planning
for lawyers and law
public interest. Unfortunately,
it is rather
6002, American
Bar Center,
students.
difficult to use without a great deal of
1155 East 60th St., Chicago, IL
4. Copies of the essay questions on the
patience.
'
60637, for $3.00. It is not worth
February 1975 D.C. Bar Examination.
the price. '

The Youngest Minority: Lawyers in Defense of Children,
edited
by Sanford N. Katz"
1974, American Bar Association, Section of Family Law.
by Barbara Moulton
This book is a potpourri ot'
articles reprinted from the Family Law Quarterly. The articles
cover a wide variety of legal
problems which arise regarding
children, such as custody, foster
relationships;
"step"
relationships, due process requirements
in delinquency cases, emancipation of minors, and the rights of
the mentally
retarded.
The
collection provides a good introductory exposure to legal problems relating to children, but
little
in-depth
analysis
or
thoughtful appraisal of possible
solutions.
David Levine's article on child
custody. for example,
praises
Painter v. Bannister and other
decisions in which courts have
attempted to act in "the best
interests of the child" rather
than to follow blindly traditional
presumptions
favoring natural
parents. Probably everyone who
has thought about the question
agrees that the best interests of
the child should govern in
custody cases-indeed,
this has
been the stated law in most
jurisdictions for many years. The
really sticky problem is to find
acceptable criteria for deciding
what the child's best interests
actually are. While the traditional presumption
in favor of
natural
parents
may in a
number of cases produce grave
injustices. Levine does not deal
with the distinct possibility that
thePaillter approach may produce as much injustice
by
allowing free rein to a judge's
biases about differing life-styles
and child rearing practices.
Foster care and the wellknown problems which arise
when foster parents wish to
adopt their foster children are
discussed quite sensitively by
Sanford Katz in "The Legal
Aspects of Foster Care." Katz
clearly articulates the conflicts,

mobiles, and explosives.
The
author's method is to select one
or two typical plants in an
industry and devote a chapter to
descriptions
of conditions
at
those plants, including extensive
interviews with workers.
The
author's
eclectic approach
is
sometimes
confusing,
but an
intensive focus on a relatively
small number of plants brings
home
to the reader
more
effectively potential hazards and
harms which could result than
would cold recitations of statistics. Accuracy is presumably not
sacrificed since the statistics in
this area are poorly kept and not
dependable.
The workers in this book have
tragic stories.' There are the
beryllium workers in Hazleton,
Pennsylvania,
many of whom
were permanently
disabled or
killed by a disease contracted by
breathing
beryllium dust. For
years their employer insisted
that no such disease existed or
that if it did, it was not caused
by beryllium.
Finally
sheer
incidence of the disease at the
plant forced the Beryllium Company to admit that there must be
some causation.
There are the Union Carbide
employees who were hospitalized
for acute schizophrenia caused
by carbon disulfide poisoning
from the fumes of the raw rayon
they were handling.
There are the ninety-three
miners at the Sunshine mine in
northern Idaho who died in a
mine fire as a result of mechanical failure of rescue equipment,
inadequate
emergency oxygen
supplies, and lack of communication with the people on the
surface. They would probably
have lived if the mine had been
evacuated when the fire was
discovered.
But management,
not wishing to slow production,
waited half an hour to make sure
it was really a major fire.
There are the workers at the
Thiokol munitions
factory in
southern Georgia who were hurt
in an explosion which resulted .
from a fire aggravated
by
hazardous
conditions
so contrary to common sense that the
average person would not permit
them to exist in his or her
garage.
There are the farmworkers
poisoned by pesticides sprayed
into the fields in which they
must work. The injuries are
different. but the official reactions to them are depressingly
similar. Coverups and denials of
guilt are the norm.
Several
workers stated that a common
(Please tum to p. 9, col. 4)

It's Not Safe to Work

As You Like It at GW

by Ron Ostroff
Cutting can be done by the careless hacking of
a ruthless butcher or by the skillful moves of an
experienced surgeon. Director Joan Thiel has
brought Shakespeare's five act "As You Like It"
down to size with the mastery of a talented
theatrical physician. The current GW University
Theatre production is the result.
Like a good doctor, she has not just cut away
parts without reason. Thiel seems to have done
her best to harmlessly remove the characters that
do not advance the plot or set the tone of the play.
Her combining of the Charles and Hymen roles is
an example of this successful device.
With the sturdy structure that Thiel has
provided, and the energy and talent of most of the
University Theatre's hard working performers, it
might be thought that nothing could go wrong.
However,such is notthe case. Take the matter of
the two large screens which extend the height of
set. Without the screens (more properly called
crims) the set is striking. The beauty of it; is just
enough to help along that much desired "willful
suspension of disbelief." Without the scrims, the
audience would have no trouble imagining that
they are indeed on the outskirts of the forest of
Arden. The handing vine, the fallen tree trunk,
the still standing trees, and the seemly leaf-strewn
forest floor add to this effect. But the scrims.:
looking like large pieces of mosquite netting,
violated the artistry ofthe set.
Many times theatre-goers seem more interested
, in the plot movement and the action than in what
the players have to say. But Shakespeare's words
at times seem more important, more interesting
and certainly more reflective than some of the
action. Attending a Shakespeare play, one must
think in addition to watching.
Six of the twenty performers created characters
that audience-ntembersuwillshave
a hard time

I

forgetting. Sherry Nehmer (Celia) and Joanne
Hrkach (Rosiland) are the show's two best
performers. Both Nehmer and Hrkach always
seem to play scenes for the most that they are
worth, while totally delighting and entertaining
those in attendance. "As You Like It" was no
exception. Their expressions, movements and
diction caused the cousins to pop from the printed
page and comealive on stage..
Kevin Hall (Charles) proved that he can act,
sing, wrestle, play an instrument, and create a
character that seemed to be just what both the
audience and the playwright had been looking
for. The diction and moves of John Pruessner
(Orlando) were impressive. It seemed that every
Shakesperian syllable uttered by Pruessner was as
much filled with enthusiasm, as Shakespeare had
filled it with meaning..
Although Kyle Zarecki had a small and almost
non-speaking role as a country lass, her beautiful
actions and wonderful comic expressions were
sometimes more interesting than the play's main
actions. Maybe next time Zarecki will be
rightfully cast as one ofthe characters in the main
action of the production.
The character of Jacques may not have added
much to the development of the plot, but we
should be glad that Thiel decided to leave him in
the play and to let Nick Mathwich take the role.
His seemly uppity philosophical attitude is
perfect. But his success in the role was not entirely
his own doing. Jacques has some of the most
famous lines that Shakespeare ever wrote.
Even with the two dogs that seemed to serve no
purpose except to get in the way of the performers
and Phebe's ridiculous green stick that looked
like an overgrown asparagus spear, if only to see
Sherry Nehmer and Joanne Hrkach as cousins
Celia a~d ~o~~a".d, the. GW yniversity ~heatre
production of..As You.Llke-It--was worth It.-· ...

(Continued from page 8) _ tion, therefore, is for the workers
practice in their plant is to themselves to gain better safety
depress the "man-hours lost due and health provisions through
to injury" figures by compelling the collective bargaining proany worker who could walk to cess. Even assuming that this
return to work, doctor's orders process could be effective, however, only 30% of the labor force
notwithstanding.
Some workers get disability is organized.
Ms. Scott has clearly shown
compensation, but this is paltry:
even in those cases where the the impediments to employees
employer has admitted the cause banding together over safety
of the injury or illness, the issues'. Many workers' salaries
disabled worker has generally are tied to incentive systems
been awarded less than half the which compel them to ignore
amount of his salary. In addi- safety rules in order to work
tion, many workman's compen- faster.
sationlaws make this compensation the upper limit on manageWhile it is not specific t or
ment's liability.
fact-oriented enough to be of
Part of the problem is that
much assistance to one wellenforcement of existing laws is versed in this field, this book was
inadequate. for example, the
apparently written more for the
Williams-Steiger Act of 1969 purpose of informing lay people
provided for fairly extensive of a serious situation which
enforcement of workers' rights
presently exists. It succeeds in
by the Department of Labor.
this. As a law student I found it
But most of the control was especially interesting because it
given to the states, which have points up the gap between the
exerted their 'control of safety theoretical analysis of the law
conditions haphazardly at best. which is given in labor law
It formed the Occapational
courses and the harsh realities of
Safety and Health Administracorrupt or unresponsive unions,
tion, which is understaffed and . intimidation of complaining
ineffective.
workers, and flagrant but unMs. Scott's conclusion is that punished violations of the law.
better enforcement of state and
The book makes apparent the
federal laws is desirable but not fact that, while the nation has
likely, given the nation's present good health and safety laws on
priorities. (These priorities are its books, these laws are of little
obvious when one considers that
consequence to the average
the dirtiest, most dangerous jobs worker. It documents countless
are almost invariably performed
instances of doubletalk and
by membe~s of the low~s~.~~r.at!'-,',
.?!oup]~thin.k;:once again, .~~ality
- of- our· society.) The -onIY'solu-- . IS·not what It appears. to be.. - -
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New Theories Explore RFK Assassination
by Marilyn McMahon
Ever since the assassination of
John F. Kennedy,
questions,
theories, and investigations dealing with conspiracies of government figures and agencies have
been abundant. Especially with
the Watergate
investigations
and subsequent trials, assassina-:
tion-conspiracy
theories
have
intensified.
The latest investigation concerns the assassination of Robert
Kennedy and the trial of Sirhan
Sirhan. On Tuesday, March 18
reporter-producer
Theodore
Charach showed a "work print"
of his film The Second Gun to
people from student publications of the Washington area.
Mr. Charach told the gathering
of about 25 people that six years
ago he began making the film
intending it to be a "tribute to
the memory of Robert Kennedy." However, as he began to
do research for the film, evidence appeared
which could
prove the existence of at least
one gun other than Sirhan's at
the RFK assassination.
Furthermore, Charach stated
that as he began to uncover this
evidence, he became the "tar-'
get" of harrassment by the Los
Angeles police department and
the California' Attorney Gen-'
eral's office. In fact, he claimed
three attempts on his life had
been made over the past six
years and that one print of the
film had been destroyed.
Eventually he was able to,
schedule the film's release at the
Trans Lux theater in New York.
He even had a preview showing
for the New York press. But at
the last moment, Charach said
the theater pulled out of the
deal.
Now, the film is scheduled to
be released
at the Cerebus
Theater in Georgetown some-I
time this month.
The evidence he presents in,
The Second Gun raises ques-'
tions about
the LA police I
department's
investigation,
as'
well as various actions of the
California
Attorney General's
office during Sirhan's trial.
Basically, Charach stated that
it was obvious from the way the
trial was conducted, as well as
from the investigation,
that
there was an assumption that

Sirhan was the lone assassinthat his guilt was unquestion-.
able thus, after Sirhan's arrest,
the night of the assassination,
the effort made by the investigating team was, to say the least,
slipshod.
For example, early in his
investigation,
Charach
interviewed the manager
of the
Ambassador Hotel (the scene of
the RFK assassination).
The
manager told Charach that he
was beside Kennedy as they went
through
the hotel's kitchen.
Suddenly, the manager heard a
noise which, he said, sounded
like a "firecracker."
Then he
looked up and claimed he saw
Sirhan
raise his arm
and
proceed to tire. Themanger then
said he immediately
grabbed
Sirhan and disarmed him. While
he was strugglingwith
Sirhan,
the gun was still tiring; but by
this time RFK had fallen to the
tloor. This was the exact testimony the hotel manager gave at
Sirhan's trial.
One of the most astounding
pieces of evidence Charach came
up with occurred in his interview
with the coroner who performed
RFK's autopsy,
Dr. Thomas
Noguchi.
Everything
which
Noguchi told Charach was in his
report to the LA police department and the California Attorney General's office. With this
evidence alone, it would be
logical to assume the investigating team would at least search
for another
gun or another
assailant. Yet, this was never
done.
Noguchi stated
that three
bullets entered RFK's body. He
surmised that all were shot from
behind
him in an upward'
trajectory.
However,
all the
witnesses at Sirhan's trail, inc1uding the hotel manager and a
security guard who were closest
to RFK, claimed Sirhan was in
front. The only variation in that'
testimony between witnesses was
that Sirhan was standing from
three to six feet away. No witness
said he was any closer.
Yet when Charach
asked
Noguchi ifhe estimated what the
distance of the weapon was from
Kennedy, Noguchi replied that
considering the extensive powder burns in and around the
fatal wound (behind Kennedy's

right ear), the gun had to have
been two to three inches away.
Charach said that in the transcript of Sirhan's trial he noted
that Noguchi's testimony was
cut short-with
no objections
from defense counsel.
After his talk with Noguchi
and the hotel manager, Charach
began to locate others who were
present in the kitchen of the
Ambassador Hotel. One was a
security guard, Thane Eugene
Cesar, who told Charach that he
was behind RFK before and
during the shooting.
Earlier,
Charach had discovered that one
witness, a local television reporter, claimed he saw the security,
guard pull his gun and fire at
Sirhan. When Charach asked
Cesar about this, the security
guard replied that yes, he had
pulled his gun buthad not fired
it because he fell down. Prior to
this, the investigating authorities
ignored the reporter's claim.
Further investigation by Charach showed that Cesar owned a
.22 caliber pistol of the same
make as Sirhan's. Cesar told this
to Charach, but he claimed he
was carrying a .38 of the same
brand that night. When Charach compared
the two guns
made by that company, both the
.22 and the .38 were so similar
that it would have been highly
improbable to distinguish them,
especially from a distance.
At the end of that interview,
Charach asked Cesar ifhe would
have voted for RFK. Thane
Eugene Cesar's answer, which is
heard in his own voice in the
film, made it clear that he
considered Kennedy a "commie
lover", and then went on with
various racist theories.
Supposedly, the investigators
had looked into the background
of all who were present in the
kitchen at the assassination
to
determine
if there were any
extreme right-wingers
present.
They never spoke to Cesar.
Cesar also admitted to Charach that he sold the .22. But he
claimed he did so months before
the assassination. Charach, however, contacted the person Cesar
sold the gun to and got the bill of
sale which was dated September
6, I 968-just three months after
the fatal shooting.
The gun
buyer confirmed this but told

Library Announces-New. Chairs
by R. G. Bidwell
As a few hardworking
students may have
noticed there have been seven sample chairs, on'
approval, in the first floor reading room and
lounge. These chairs have been evaluated as to
durability and comfort and compared with the
chairs we have. The results have been forwarded
to the Director of the Procurement and Supply
Department for final determination after taking
into consideration the cost element.

while the light is on. The result will always be a
blurred copy.
Perhaps the latest and best goof was by' the
student who took a picture of the ceiling light,
wrote "out of order" on it, placed his sign on the
machine and left, causing the next customer to
curse the blameless machine. This was a simple
case of "nothing in equals nothing out."
One of the nicer serves we get with our copy
machines is the dollar bill changers. Laundry
money, bus fare or even money for the copiers.
However, it will not make change for a piece of a
Additional tables, comparable to those we now
page ripped out of the District of Columbia yellow
have, are being ordered. When the new furniture
pages. All it does in that instance is jam and take
arrives, seating in the law library will be increased
the next lucky customer's dollar bill with no
by 66 places to 527.
return and no change. It happened. And the
The copy machines continue to have problems
person who put the paper in could "be fined not
with the operators: more Canadian nickels, and
more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than
,.,',.",
more cases of moving. the. object .being copied, \ one yearcorboth," (l8,USC491).

Charach the gun had since been
stolen.
This prompted
Charach
to
compare the bullets from which
others were wounded
in the
shooting with the ones found in
RFK's body. Looking at the
testimony
of the LA, police
department's
head forensic scientist, DeWayne Wolfer, Charach discovered numerous discrepancies.
First,
the serial
number on the envelope containing the bullets presented in the
trial did not match the serial
number on Sirhan's gun. The
police department in Los Angeles said that was an error. Yet
Charach traced the serialnumber to a gun which the LA police
had destroyed about a year after
the assassination.
Later, the
police claimed the report was
erroneous.
Then Charach employed the
aid of a well known ballistics

expert who h?d, testl~ed
in
hundreds of criminal trials on
the West Coast. The expert
concluded
that none of t.he
~ullets from the wounded VI~tims matched the ones foun~ In
RFK's body. He also surmised
that from the number of bullets
found in the Ambassador Hotel's kitchen that night, as many
as three guns could have been
fired.
Charach presents even more
evidence in The Second GUll all
which
point clearly
to the
possibility of more than one gun
having been fired at the RFK
assassination.
What is disturbing is that all of the evidence he
presents could easily have been
discovered by the LA police.
Some of it probably was discovered, according to Charach's
film: yet, he feels these authorities preferred to see the entire
assassination pinned on Sirhan.

Placement Office Suggests
Preparation for Interviews
by Lynn Hiner
First and second year students who plan to participate in the Fall
1975 interviews are advised to spend some time this summer
thinking about their resumes.
Once you have your official grades for Spring 1975 semester (late
July or early August), you will be in a position to prepare your
resume. Any students who plan to have their resumes printed are
warned that the printing companies often get quite busy at the
beginning of the Fall semester and are sometimes not able to get the
job done as quickly as you might wish.
Most of the interviews will commence on October 1 (with resume
submission deadlines two weeks prior to actual interview date). As
you may know, the Placement Office mails the resumes to the firm in
advance so that they can select appropriate interviewees.
The Placement Office, in cooperation with The Resume Place, a
local resume printing company will give a series of workshops
concerning the preparation of a resume (by the Resume Place) and
tips on interviewing (by the Placement Office). These will take place
in August and September. Watch for notices about these workshops
so you won't miss out. The Resume Place will offer reduced rates to
students who attend the workshops.
Any second year students interested h the Clerkship Committee
interviewing process to be conducted in September are advised that
the Clerkship Application must be submitted to the Placement
Office by July 14, 1975.

Aerosol Propellant
STRAFE's petition for propellant disclosures.
The petition
by the Consumer Product Safety
itself alleges that the failure to
Commission
not to ban or
disclose the amount and perrestrict
the sale of aerosol
centage of propellant constitutes
products. She emphasized
the
an unfair and deceptive trade
"need to eliminate the contents
practice
under
the Federal
and pricing deception
which
Trade Commission Act.
induces the consumer in the first
The three law students who
place to purchase aerosol cans
prepared and filed the petition
he would not have bought if fully
are Roger Clark, Gail Cooper
aware of the convenience costs
and Arthur McGlaughlin.
and dangers of the flurorocarSTRAFE also released a list of
bon propellants.
typical aerosol product formulaCongressman Rosenthal, nottions, whic indicates
product
ing the increasing reliance that
type the approximate percentage
consumers are placing on, proof propellant
in a number of
duct
comparisons
and
unit ' product categories. A partial list
pricing,
strongly
endorsed
is shown in the table.
(Continued

from page 1)

Underarm Deodorant
Antiperspirant
Feminine Hygiene Spray
Anti-fogging Agents
Oven Cleaner
Floor Wax
Frying Pan Spray
Varnish
. , Insect Repellantv-

Propellant
Product Concentrate
(by net weight)

90
90
95

10
10
5

60
25

40
75

50

50

45

55

41

59

70

30
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1975 Baseball: Who Has the Best Teams?
(Continued from page 12)
where are all the sluggers?
San Francisco-Played
footsie
last season with the Padres.
Should be able to merit the
cellar this season. They traded
away their only superstar for a
player with only half of Bobby
Bonds ability-Bobby
Murcer,
and they, also, sold their slugging third baseman, Dave Kingman to the Mets. If the Giants
play poorly enough, rumor has it
that that will merit them an
opportunity to bring their mediocre squad to the Nation's
Capital. Until then, they had
better get out their blankets, San
Francisco cellars are mighty
damp.

American League East
Baltimore- The best team in the
American League East strengthened itself with some great
trades during the winter. The
addition of Lee May, Dave,
Duncan, and Ken Singleton to a
squad which already boasts what
is probably the best infield in
baseball should make the Orioles extra tough this season.
Although the outfield leaves
something to be desired defensively, it is quite adequate. The
key to Oriole success in '75 is the
return of Palmer to top form.
O's should win what will probably be the most exciting
pennant race of the season.
New York-They say that the

PIRG on Rent Ceilings

Yanks are back. Definitely of May). The Red Sox have great
strengthened by the addition of hitting potential but the mound
Bonds and Hunter to an already core presents a big question
good Yankee squad, the Yanks mark. If they find the right
say that they will win it all this combination, they could again
season and barring total mis- make a Strong bid for the flag.
management by their skipper Milwaukee-Hank
Aaron has
Bill Virdon, they might just do., 'returned home just in time to ,
it. Adequate infield with a good add some punch to what was the
catching core should help what worst hitting team in major
will undoubtedly be one of the league baseball last season (.244
finest A.L. pitching staffs to team average). The Brewers have
produce several 20 game win- a solid infield, and a first class
ners.
outfielder in Johnny Briggs.
CleveIand- They
say
new Although they have a tough
brooms sweep clean. If Frank receiver in John Hiller, their
Robinson can keep the Perry pitching staff leaves a lot to be
boys from fighting each other desired.
and still motivate the rest of the Detroit-Rebuilding. Long overteam, he may be able to bring due. It's going to be tough on
some life into those empty seats Tiger fans this season. Strong
in Cleveland. Hendricks, Spikes, performances by Lolich and
and Gamble are definite home- Coleman are needed to keep the
run threats and maybe newly- fans coming back to Tiger
acquired BoogPowell will find Stadium.
new life with these shorter
American League West
fences. Still, the Indians will Texas-Billy Martin predicted
miss manager Aspromonte who that the Rangers would contend
did a phenomenal job in rebuild- last season and they did. He says
ing the club.
that they'll win it all thi~ y~ar
Boston- The Red Sox have had and he's got people believing
all winter to think over how they him. Led by A.L. M.V.P., Jeff
managed to start the last month Burroughs and Rookie of the
of last season in first place six Year Mike Hargrove, the Rangames ahead of the Orioles and gers will be tough. The. addition
then somehow finish in third of Willie Davis in center field
place seven games back. Unfor- should provide some additional
tunately, .they did nothing to aggressiveness and spee~ to the
correct the problem. The Red lineup. If Ferguson Jenkins and
Sox missed Carlton Fisk behind Jim Bibby have good seasons
the plate last season' and again and some of the other. starters
injuries have sidelined him this come through with a few clutch
season (at least until the middle victories, the A's hold on the

(Continued from page 1)
increases of six per cent or less.
cent to cover this increase, PIRG
In addition, Chlopak testified
calculations show cost increased there is reason to believe cost
only 11.94 per cent. PIRG increases for 1975 will continue
reached this figure by multi- at a lower rate than in 1974.
plying the 22.11 per cent Pepco has been denied a request
increase in operating costs by 54 for a temporary rate hike and
their permanent request will not
per cent, the portion of landlord
for several
gross income represented by be considered
. months; the cost of electricity on
these expenses, Chlopak said.
In addition to this misleading the commercial schedule deimplication, Chlopak testified clined 5.2 per cent between Dec.
the AOBA findings were based 1974 and Feb. 1975; and the city
on an unrepresentative sample council's revenue committee has
of the city's landlords. "The recommended the repeal of the
sample includes 38 per cent of sales' tax on utilities, he said.
all the rental units in buildings .' PIRG is also urging the city
with SO or more units and two . council to continue to refuse to
per cent of buildings with less allow landlords to automatically
than SO units. Obviously then, pass increased costs on to their
the sample is heavily weighted tenants. "Pass throughs are
toward buildings with SO or inherently unfair as tenants are
(Continued from page 12)
more units, which according to not permitted to decrease rents
the findings in the AOBA automatically when services are
with fine play and a little "horseplay." At one
report, have had greater cost decreased. Moreover, landlords
point in the Gerulaitis-Graebner, Bohrnstedtincreases than buildings with would not pass through savings
Thung doubles match, there was an interruption
when costs decrease," Chlopak
1-50units," he said.
to announce that there was a car outside in the
The study also shows that 53 said.
parking lot blocking a driveway. Who else but
PJRG helped the city council
per cent of the units in the
Gerulaitis left? The crowd loved it.
AOBA sample had cost in- draft the original rent control
I suppose that enough has been said about
creases of 12.32 per cent or less, ordinance and has been working
Jimmy Connors' absence, but I have one thing to
Chlopak said. Since these costs with the Citywide Housing Coa- . add. Regardless of whether Conners was in the
comprise about half the land- lition to assure that tenants
hospital with an ailment or not" there was no
lord's gross income, the AOBA interests are adequately proplace for him in a Vince Lombardi tournament.
study shows that half of the units tected under any rent control
Conners is not a Lombardi man. Lombardi won
surveyed had justifiable rent measure.
championships without having the best personnel.

A.L. West throne could be
broken.
Oakland-Definitely one of the
best teams in baseball but they
will miss Catfish Hunter and
Dick Green. Charlie Finley may
have cut his own throat with his
.antics during the arbitration
hearings this spring. It's no
secret that the A's players hate
him, but he didn't have to add
fuel to the fire by carrying his.
feud with superstar Reggie
Jackson into the public view.
Minnesota- Twins look good.Carew, who won his fourth
straight batting title last season
leads a squad of other good
players and Bert Blyleven should
spark some life into the pitching
staff of the Twins.
Chicago-The White Sox will
miss the bat of Dick Allen but
they have a good mound crew
with Kaat, Johnson, Wood and
Bahnsen.
Kansas City-The Royals have
all that it takes on paper bt
they never seem to be able. to
put it all togeth~r. They have
proven power With Mayberry,
McRae and Brett and a good
staff with Busby and Splitto~.
California-Not
even Dick
Williams can ..·?o much for· an
Angel squad WIth absol~tel~no
real talent, except for pltchm~.
J\lthough Nolan Rya.n and BIll
.Singer should provide a fe~
bright spots for the Angelsthis
season, it will be another couple
of years.before the. league has to
take this club seriously,

Lombard i Tennis 'Tournament
He produced winning teams because his men
played their hearts out for him. Lombardi cared
about his fans; Connors does not.
Special thanks should be given to the many
Georgetown students who helped organize the
tournament. The press should be ashamed of all
the bad publicity it gave these organizers over
such things as the officiating. The Georgetown
students should be applauded for putting
together, by themselves, a successful tournament,
without Jimmy Connors, the proceeds of which go
to such a worthy cause.
Everybody won-the Lombardi Research Center and all the fans who came out to watch the
tournament.

"Let each individual do the very best..."
(Continued from page 4)
question remains to be answered as to
what caused that unduly high percentage
of your class to think otherwise?
A. I have no idea. Maybe this attitude
stems merely from the fact lama
Southerner, coupled with some overgeneralized notion that Southerners
discriminate against minorities. As for
women, that's a real mystery, because I
have a definite preference for them.
I think that in these student evaluations there's an element of irresponsibility. Maybe students aren't as serious and
deliberate about this as they should be.
Evaluations of anyone should be handled
responsibly-all students should participate in the evaluation and not just a
fraction of the students.
Q. Do you feel that your harder grading
leaves your students with a desire to get
back at you by giving you a poor
instructor's rating?

thought were very attractive. In fact there The other night I was pondering G. M.
are some here in the school who could tell Hopkins' "Leaden Echo". Do you 'enjoy
you that I had commented on how good the poetic experience?
Q. Almost as much as a lesson in income
they looked with a full beard.
I don't wear a full beard, my hair is tax. In closing, do you have any final
not long, I usually wear a coat and tie' point of view that you would like to leave
and have ever since I was in college; but I us with? Any parting words?
have no reticence in dealing with people A. Well, I don't know: there are so many;
in long hair and jeans. I don't see why things. I think the situation at George
Washington has greatly improved. The
I think students are not as responsible they should feel that way towards me.
in filling out these evaluations as they Q. Would you care to comment on an~ students are more relaxed and I hope are
.should be. For example, I have always interests that you have outside the law. working harder than they were a few
had an open door policy toward students. A. Well I have no hobbies as such, years ago during the Vietnam years.
I suppose I'd like to reiterate that
I don't have office hours-students _can though I enjoy golf. I'm not very good at
come and discuss their problems any it, but I like it very much. Most of my studying law is very hard work. I don't
time. Yet on the evaluations I got a poor spare time, at least in the summer time is like to set one student against another in
rating on instructor availability.
taken up by keeping up the yard at home a competitive process as such, but I don't
Q. Perhaps your old-school philosophy. and taking care of things around the think competition is a bad thing. Let's
think of it as a necessary incident to each
and manner of dress creates the feeling house.
that you may be unapproachable.
I have other interests' aside from student doing the best he can. That's
A. Well, that is interesting. Let me taxation, such as economics, history, and what I'd like to see the students do; Let
answer that this way. I have seen some philosophy; and I spend some time , each individual do the very best he can
people with long' hair and beards that Ii:. reading in these 'other fields of interest. : and the devil take the hindmost. '
A. No, I never have thought that.
Certainly if there are things that I've said
or did that gave students the false
impression that I discriminate against
minorities, I've long since discontinued
those practices. I really can't answer the
question because I have no idea why I
received that criticism.
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Brusniak's Briefs:

Best Bets in Baseball
2nd Annual Softball
Tourney Set by SBA
by David Casas
The 2nd Annual NLC Softball Tourney is scheduled for April 19,
20, 26, & 27. This slow-pitch tournament will have two divisions-a
Coed Division limited to law students and their spouses, and a
Non-coed Division with the same restrictions but having six teams
entered from other graduate programs.
A case of wine or a keg of beer (winner's choice) will be awarded to
the winners of the Coed Division. No prize will be awarded in the
Non-coed Division.
The tourney will probably be double-elimination,
with the final
tournament rules to be provided by Thursday, April 17 at the SBA
office. All games will be played near the Lincoln Memorial (23rd· &
Constitution), and the SBA will provide all of the equipment. The
deadline for team entries was Monday, April 14, but all are invited
to attend.
For further information contact SBA Sports Chairman John
Brusniak at 243-4166 or Tournament
Director Ron Cohen at
920-3680.

by JohnBrusniak
This year major league baseball celebrates
two anniversaries. 1975 marks the 75th
birthday
of
the
American
League and thelOOth birthday
of the National League.
With all due deference to
James J. Kilpatrick who thinks
that baseball is dying, I will take
this opportunity at the opening
of the season to predict the final
season standings in what promises to be one of the most
exciting baseball· seasons
in
a long time. So here in the
predicted order of finish are" my
fearless forecasts:
National League East
Philadelphia-Look
out for the
whiz kids. Carlton and Lonborg
lead one of the best pitching
staffs in the National League
and Tug McGraw will provide
the missing
punch
for the
bullpen as soon as he returns
from back surgery. With slugging
third
baseman
Mike,

So Who Needs f imrny Connors?
by Louis Ebert
Virtually no one at Georgetown International
Tennis Tournament noticed the absence of Jimmy
Conners, the superstar around whom the entire
event was supposedly built. The fans came to pay
their respect to the great Vince Lombardi and to
see fine competitive play which they did.
The Gerulaitis-Metreveli
match
Saturday
night, won by Metreveli, 6-3, 1-6, 6-3, was truly
representative of the style of play throughout the
tournament. The key to Metreveli's victory was
his forcing Gerulaitis to run all over the court

chasing his shots. By the middle of the third set,
Gerulaitis had grown tired, causing him to make
three double faults. Although Metreveli was in
control after that, Gerulaitis refused to go down
without a fight, a performance
in the true
Lombardi spirit.
.
The best part of the tournament was the lack of
tension that typically surrounds
professional
sports. With this gone, all that was left was the
excitement
of top-class athletic competition.
Every player gave his best, entertaining the crowd
(Please tum to p. H, col. 3)
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Anyone interested in writing a letter to the Sports
Editor should address it to
the Sports Editor, c/o The
Advocate, Room 10, Bacon
Hall.
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WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W.

only remaining veteran of what
was once a great infield is Don
Kessinger. If they can get out of
the cellar before the season ends,
Manager Jim Marshall should
feel that he has accomplished
something.
West
Los Angeles- Led by N.L.
M.V.P. Steve Garvey and solid
veterans like Jim Wynn, Don
.Sutton, and Mike Marshall, the
youthful Dodgers definitely have
the inside track on repeating as
the division champions.
Walt
Alston has one of the finest
defensive and offensive infields
in Dodger
history
and his
pitching staff led the majors last
year. If the Dodgers get off to
another fast start it could be a
long hot summer for National
League West fans.
CincinnatiThe Reds made a
run for the pennant
in the
waning days of last season and
Gary Nolan indicates that he is
on the comeback trail this year.
Led by Pete Rose and Johnny
Bench, no team can consider
sloughing off when they play
against the Reds. As tough as
ever, the Reds have a chance to
win all the marbles if they playa
little more consistently than they
did last year.
Houston-Can
Houston
play
ball without Lee May and Don
Wilson?
Manager
Preston
Gomez indicates that the Astros
will be relying on their speed
more this season to help them in
their quest for the pennant.
They still have power with·
Cedeno, Watson, and Milt May
but a few too many young arms
on the pitcher staff to make a
serious bid in what is probably
the toughest division in baseball.
A dark horse shot for the pennant.
Atlanta- The Braves have one
of the strongest pitching staffs
that
they've
had in years.
Morton,
Niekro,
Capra
and
Reed should give opposition
batters
something
to worry
about when they step up to the
plate this season and although
they still have plenty of punch
left with N.L. batting champ
Ralph Garr (.353) they are going
to miss Hammering Hank. Their
defense also leaves much to be
desired.
San Diego-Doormats
of the
N.L. West since their inception.
The brightest spot for the Padres
appears
to be a rejuvenated
pitching staff with recent acquisitions
Rich
Folkers,
Alan
Foster, and Sonny Siebert. But
. (Please tum to p, 11, col. 1)
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Schmidt returning
after a 36
homerun,
118 RBI season to
.what is probably the best infield'
in the National
League, the
Phillies fans will really be able to
say "You gotta believe!"
St. Louis-Lost
out to the Bucs
in the waning
days of last
season. Lou Brock returns after
breaking the major league record last year for stolen bases.
(What can he do for an encore?)
the Cards strengthened
their
infield
by the
addition
of
Brinkman; however, the success
of their front line pitching staff
is the key to their success this
season. Can Gibson-McGlothenHrabosky-Forsch
carry
the
team? Only time will tell.
Montreal-Although
they did
trade away much power during
the offseason, they added two
strong
southpaws
in Dave
McNally and Woodie Fryman.
The team has definite speed and
a sound infield. However, speed
and pitching aren't going to be
enough to let the Expos take it
all, although fans should start
taking them seriously this year.
PittsburghThe Bucs have one
of the strongest hitting teams in
baseball; they led the National
League last season with a .274
team batting
average. Unfortunately,
their pitching
staff
ranked only seventh. They failed
to strengthen their mound core
during the off-season and failed
in their attempts
to get a
consistent shortstop.
Bucs will
have to learn the hard way that
you need pitching
to be a
consistent winner.
New York-The
Mets made'
some fine trades
during the
offseason and as a result have
one of the strongest teams in
Met
history.
Unfortunately,
their mound core, their usual
strength, leaves something to be
desired. Berra has only three
good starters, and they must all
come through
in a big way
because the loss of McGraw in
the bullpen is really going to
hurt.
Chicago- The Cubs are finally
rebuilding.
Although they still
have a great
outfield
with
Madlock (.313), Monday (.294)
and Cardenal (.294), they have a
very young pitching staff. The
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